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The electron magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons, �µ/µB = 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13) [0.13 ppt],
is consistent with a 2008 measurement and is 2.2 times more precise. The most precisely measured
property of an elementary particle agrees with the most precise prediction of the Standard Model
(SM) to 1 part in 1012, the most precise confrontation of all theory and experiment. The SM test
will improve further when discrepant measurements of the fine structure constant ↵ are resolved,
since the prediction is a function of ↵. The magnetic moment measurement and SM theory together
predict ↵�1 = 137.035 999 166 (15) [0.11 ppb]

The quest to find physics beyond the Standard Model
of Particle Physics (BSM) is well motivated because the
SM is incomplete. No CP violation mechanism is large
enough to keep matter and antimatter produced in the
Big Bang [1] from annihilating as the universe cooled [2],
dark matter [3, 4] has not been identified, and dark en-
ergy [5, 6] and inflation [7, 8] have no SM explanation.
Great BSM sensitivity is a↵orded by the most precise pre-
diction of the SM, the electron magnetic moment in Bohr
magnetons, �µ/µB = g/2. SM sectors involved include
the Dirac prediction [9], QED (quantum electrodynamics
[10–17]) with muon and tauon contributions [18], along
with hadronic [19–21] and weak interaction contributions
[22–25]. BSM particles and electron substructure could
make the measurement and prediction di↵er (like quark
substructure shifts the proton moment).
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FIG. 1. This Northwestern measurement (red) and our 2008
Harvard measurement (blue) [26]. SM predictions (solid and
open black points for slightly di↵ering C10 [27, 28]) are func-
tions of discrepant ↵ measurements [29, 30]. A ppt is 10�12.

The most precise determination of an elementary par-
ticle property, carried out blind of any prior measurement
or prediction, gives µ/µB 2.2 times more precisely, to 1.3
parts in 1013 (Fig. 1). Measured in a new apparatus, it
is consistent with the value that stood for 14 years [26].
In the most precise confrontation of theory and measure-
ment, the SM prediction agrees to 1 part in 1012. The
measurement precision allows a much better SM test if
discrepant measurements of the fine structure constant
↵ [29, 30] are resolved, given that the SM prediction of
µ/µB is a function of ↵.

The one-electron quantum cyclotron utilized is essen-
tially a single electron suspended in a magnetic field
B = Bẑ and cooled to its lowest quantum states [31].

The magnetic moment operator for a spin-1/2 electron,

µ = �g

2
µB

S

~/2 , (1)

is proportional to its spin S normalized to its spin eigen-
value ~/2. For electron charge �e and mass m, dimen-
sional analysis gives a Bohr magneton, µB = e~/(2m),
as its approximate magnitude. The energy levels are

E = h⌫sms + h⌫c(n+ 1
2 ), (2)

with h = 2⇡~, ms = ±1/2 and n = 0, 1, .... The cyclotron
frequency is ⌫c = eB/(2⇡m), the spin frequency is ⌫s =
(g/2)⌫c, and the anomaly frequency is ⌫a ⌘ ⌫s � ⌫c. The
electron serves as its own magnetometer insofar as

� µ

µB
=

g

2
= 1 +

⌫a
⌫c

(3)

is independent of B, which cancels out in ⌫a/⌫c.
A stable magnetic field is nonetheless critical for ⌫a and

⌫c not measured simultaneously. Field drift reduced by a
factor of 4 to 2⇥10�9/day [32] makes possible round-the-
clock measurements, improved statistical precision, and
a better investigation of uncertainties. The apparatus in
Fig. 2a achieves this by supporting a 50 mK electron trap
on a 4.2 K superconducting, self-shielding solenoid [33],
with a mixing chamber flexibly hanging from the rest of
a dilution refrigerator [34]. (Independently suspending
a trap and a normal rigid fridge makes B drift with lab
pressure and temperature as the electron moves in the
slight gradient of the solenoid field [35].) The He and N2

pressures in the cryostats are also regulated.
An electron in the field Bẑ is trapped by adding an

electrostatic quadrupole potential V / z2 � ⇢2/2, with
⇢ = xx̂ + yŷ [36]. Cylindrical Penning trap electrodes
[37, 38] (Fig. 2b) are shaped so that properly biasing
produces such a potential. A centered electron then oscil-
lates nearly harmonically along ẑ at the axial frequency
⌫̄z ⇡ 114 MHz. For B = 5.3 T, the trap-modified cy-
clotron and anomaly frequencies are ⌫̄c ⇡ 149 GHz and
⌫̄a ⇡ 173 MHz, while ⌫s is unchanged. A circular mag-
netron motion at ⌫̄m = 43 kHz is cooled by axial side-
band cooling [36, 39] and not discussed further. Figure 2c
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We propose using trapped electrons as high-Q resonators for detecting meV dark photon dark
matter. When the rest energy of the dark photon matches the energy splitting of the two lowest
cyclotron levels, the first excited state of the electron cyclotron will be resonantly excited. A
proof-of-principle measurement, carried out with one electron, demonstrates that the method is
background-free over a 7.4 day search. It sets a limit on dark photon dark matter at 148 GHz
(0.6 meV) that is around 75 times better than previous constraints. Dark photon dark matter in
the 0.1–1 meV mass range (20–200 GHz) could likely be detected at a similar sensitivity in an
apparatus designed for dark photon detection.

The particle nature of dark matter (DM) and its in-
teractions with the standard model (SM) of particle
physics remains a mystery, despite decades of experimen-
tal scrutiny [1–6]. The mass of the DM is unknown and
the possibility that it is made of ultralight bosons and
can be described as a classical wave has received signif-
icant inquiry in recent years [7–12]. One such ultralight
dark matter candidate is the dark photon (DP), a hypo-
thetical spin-1 particle [13, 14] that is theoretically well-
motivated and possesses cosmological production mecha-
nisms that can produce the observed DM abundance [15–
20]. Such a dark photon will generically have a kinetic
mixing with the SM photon because this term is allowed
by the symmetries of the theory (so long as the dark pho-
ton does not have a non-Abelian gauge symmetry). This
kinetic mixing allows dark photon dark matter (DPDM)
to be looked for in existing [21, 22] and forthcoming ex-
periments [23].

In this work, we propose a promising new direct de-
tection technique using one-quantum transitions of one
or more trapped electrons that are initially cooled to
their cyclotron ground state. We demonstrate the vi-
ability of this technique with a proof-of-principle mea-
surement that sets a limit 75 times better than previous
constraints. This new limit is only for a narrow mass
range because of limitations of an apparatus designed for
making the most accurate measurements of the electron
and positron magnetic moments [24]—to test the Stan-
dard Model’s most precise predictions [25–33]. With an
apparatus designed for DPDM detection, including e�-
cient scanning of the resonant frequency, the mass range
could be greatly extended.

The relevant properties of the DPDM are captured by

the Lagrangian (in natural units) [13],

L � �1

4
F 0
µ⌫F

0µ⌫ +
✏

2
Fµ⌫F 0

µ⌫ +
1

2
m2

A0A0
µA

0µ. (1)

Here A0
µ is the DP vector, F 0 and F are the DP and SM

photon field strengths respectively, ✏ is the kinetic mixing
parameter, and mA0 is the mass of the DP. The DPDM
manifests as dark electric and magnetic fields oscillating
at a frequency set by the DP mass !A0 = mA0c2/~, where
c is the speed of light and ~ is the reduced Planck con-
stant. In the presence of a kinetic mixing with the SM
photon, these dark fields cause e↵ective (✏-suppressed)
SM electromagnetic fields. These can be detected by de-
vices sensitive to tiny electric or magnetic fields at the
frequency !A0 .
A plethora of complementary experiments have been

designed with sensitivities to di↵erent DM masses. The
frequency range we focus on, 20 to 200 GHz (i.e. 0.1
to 1 meV) is particularly challenging experimentally, yet
well-motivated theoretically by the minimal dark photon
dark matter model with purely gravitational production
[15]. This range is too high for extremely high-Q res-
onators (e.g. as used by ADMX [34, 35], CAPP [36–38],
and HAYSTAC [39, 40]). At the same time, the corre-
sponding photons are below the energy threshold for ex-
isting single photon detection experiments such as [41–
43]. Alternate experiments involving dish antennae or
metal plates have been proposed or are underway around
our frequency range [44–47]. The use of trapped ion crys-
tals was proposed for the MHz frequency range [48].
The new DPDM detector proposed and demonstrated

here is one (or more) electron in a Penning trap
[Fig. 1(a)]—a “one-electron quantum cyclotron” [49].
The trapped electron is a high-Q resonator with a 20–
200 GHz resonant frequency determined by the applied
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g因子測定

For English version, there are videos in
http://cfp.physics.northwestern.edu/gabrielse-group/gabrielse-home.html

http://cfp.physics.northwestern.edu/gabrielse-group/gabrielse-home.html


電子の磁気モーメント(g因子)
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•円運動する電子の磁気モーメント

𝝁 =
−𝑒
2𝑚𝑳Angular momentum L

e-

• 電子のスピン角運動量は𝑺 = ℏ
"
なので， 𝝁 = !"

#$×
ℏ
# ?

e-

S= ℏ#
𝝁 =

−𝑒
2𝑚×

ℏ
2 ×𝑔



電子のg因子と標準模型の歴史
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古典論: g=1
e-

Dirac’s theory: g=2

QED+繰り込み群＋QCD: g=2.002 319 304 36 …
e-

B

e-

= + + + …?

𝒈
𝟐 = 𝟏 +

𝟏
𝟐×

𝜶
𝝅 + −𝟎. 𝟑𝟐𝟖…×

𝜶
𝝅

𝟐
+⋯

fine structure constant: Rb および Csを用いて
独立に測られる

5 loopsまで
+ 仮想μ, τ
+ハドロン



標準模型の予測と乖離
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𝑔
2 (Rb) = 1.001 159 652 180 254 (12) (11) (93)

𝑔
2 (Cs) = 1.001 159 652 181 598 (12) (11) (234)

hadron loop
5次のQED計算 α 測定の誤差

Science 360 191 (2018)

Nature 588, 61 (2020)

1− 0.5− 0 0.5 1 1.5
1210×(g/2 - 1.001 159 652 180 59)

SM(Cs)

SM(Rb)

g/2 2008

g/2 2022

3.8σ
2.1σ

2018

this work

Aoyama, Kinoshita, Nio, 
Atoms  2019, 7(1), 28
and references therein

予測(Rb) 2020

予測(Cs) 2018

g/2測定 2008



なぜ電子のg因子なのか？
•電子のg因子なんかより高精度に測れているもの
はいくらでもある
• 水素原子1s-2s: 15桁
• 光格子時計の周波数: 18桁
• 重力波によるひずみh: 24桁

→しかし理論的にその値を予測できない
(原子核モデル，束縛系・多体系，そもそもパラメータが不明)

•高精度の予測・測定のためにはシンプルさが大事
→Penning trap中の電子のg因子

6



g因子測定の原理

e-

or
∆𝑬𝒔 = 𝟐𝝁 & 𝑩 =

𝒈
𝟐 ×

ℏ𝒆𝑩
𝒎

B

spin歳差運動
エネルギー 𝒉𝝂𝒔

cyclotron運動
エネルギー 𝒉𝝂𝒄

理想的には電子1つを磁場中に置き

実際には，電子をPenning Trapで捕獲する

+

electric field

+e-

縦方向の閉じ込め

magnetic field

B

横方向の閉じ込め

e-

7

リング型電極

平面電極

平面電極



Penning trap中での運動
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+

electric field

+e-

magnetic field
Be-

例 B=5.3T, V=33V
νc~150GHz >> νz~100MHz >> νm~50kHz
νs= νc× g/2 ~150.17 GHz

Cyclotron 運動 νc

Magnetron 運動 νm

Axial 運動 νz

spacer

electrode

B

T<100mK 



axial motion νz

単一電子の検出
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B
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アンプ出力をモニターしながら
electron gun弱く駆動
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electron gun
(表面電界放出)

axial振動が電極に誘起する電流を検出
(~100MHz, 10-100 fA)

単一電子の非破壊検出!

-1000V印加
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νa = νs- νc
=170MHz

nc=0

nc=1

nc=0

|↓> |↑>

nc=2
nc=1

トラップ内での電子の準位
(Landau準位)

anomaly

e-
νc =150 GHz 
hνc/kB =7.2K

B=5.3T, T=100mK
γc ~5s

cyclotron運動は量子的な描像

νs =νc×g/2
~150.17GHz

νc
cyclotron



なぜνsではなくνaを測るのか?

𝑔
2 =

𝜈!
𝜈"

= 1 +
𝜈#
𝜈"

11

~1.001

😣これを 10-13精度で
測るより

🤗これを10-10精度で測る方が
遥かに楽

~0.001



遷移をどう観測するか？
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axial frequency νz
をモニター

Nickel

nc=0

nc=1

B(z) = B0 + B2z2

V(z) = eVz2 + μtotB2z2

電場からの
ポテンシャル

磁場からの
ポテンシャル

μtot:∝ (nc+ms)

V(z)

z
nc=0

nc=1

axial frequency

po
w

er

z軸に沿うポテンシャル

z

+e-

0 20 40 60 80 100
time (s)

0

1

2
δ / z

ω
Δ

ν z
sh

ift
 (/

1.
3H

z)

nc=0

nc=1

nc=2
νc drive applied



2008年から装置を一新
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2 
m

5 
cm

Penning trap

gold plated
silver

2 
m

希釈冷凍機 NbTi磁石入りLHeデュワー

底にNbTiソレノイド

上から
希釈冷凍機挿入

B

50
 c

m

T<100mK

titanium
チェンバー

Ag

真空チェンバー

B



2008年からの改善点
1. 再現性・安定性の向上

Ø長期の安定したデータ取得のため，
モジュラーで，冷却で壊れない
ハードウェアを多く製作した

2. 磁場の一様性・ドリフトの改善
Ø新しく3Heを用いた磁力計を製作

Ø一様性も5倍改善

3. Penning trapによるνcのずれ(cavity QED)
の理解

14

統計量5倍
(本日は省略)

X.Fan, et al.,  Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 083107 (2019)



g因子の測定サイクル
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time

冷却 cyclotron
ドライブ

anomaly 
ドライブ冷却 遷移したか測定

4s 1s 30s

• cyclotronと anomalyを交互に測定
→長期的なBドリフトをキャンセル
→遷移確率 vs ドライブ周波数を記録

• 今回anomaly drive周波数をblindした

νc νa =νs - νc

遷移したか測定

RF generator
νa

true = νa
set in computer + X

3s 3s 4s 60s

|↓> |↑>

nc=0

nc=1
nc=0

νc
𝜈a

nc=1
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times) after drives are turned o↵. A maximum quantum
jump rate of 40% suggests a slight power broadening, but
⌫̄a is still determined far more precisely than f̄c.

4− 2− 0 2 4
drive detuning (ppb)
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0.1
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FIG. 3. Quantum jump cyclotron (a) and anomaly (b) line
shapes that are measured (points), predicted (dashed) and
fit (solid) vs fractional drive detunings from f̄c(1 + ✏) and
⌫̄a(1 + ✏). (c) A dip in a noise resonance is fit to get ⌫̄z.

Asymmetric anomaly and cyclotron line shapes are
well understood [47], and the e↵ect of cyclotron de-
cay can be added [35]. Thermal axial motion through
the gradient, B2z2, gives both lines a fractional width,
✏ = B2kBTz/(4⇡2⌫̄2zmB) with Boltzmann constant kB .
The anomaly width ✏⌫̄a corresponds to establishing ⌫̄a in
1.1 s, much longer than the ��1

z = 32 ms required for
axial energy changes. Averaging thus produces a much
narrower peak, nearly symmetric about the frequency
⌫̄a(1 + ✏) for the average field the electron sees. Of the
remaining observed 0.06 Hz (0.35 ppb) linewidth, half is
from cyclotron decay and half from the limited 30 s time
the anomaly drive is applied. The 1.3 ms cyclotron aver-
aging is much shorter than ��1

z = 32 ms so the cyclotron
line shape mostly reflects a Boltzmann distribution of
axial energies (dashed in Fig. 3a), with negligible broad-
ening from cyclotron decay and drive duration.

Magnetic field fluctuations from other sources would
also be averaged di↵erently in the observed anomaly
and cyclotron line shapes. Such fluctuations, with a
200 Hz bandwidth, were observed with a superconduct-
ing solenoid being jostled by its environment [48]. The
anomaly line shape would average away such fluctuations
to yield a narrow linewidth as is observed (e.g. Fig. 3b).
The cyclotron line shape would not average away such
such fluctuations, which are thus a possible explanation
for the observed 0.5–0.8 ppb broadening (e.g. Fig. 3a).

Both ⌫̄a and f̄c are extracted from the line shapes.
Cyclotron line shapes are fit to the predicted line shape
(dashed in Fig. 3a), convoluted with a Gaussian function
to accommodate the broadening. Such a fit, illustrated
by the solid curve in Fig. 3a, typically gives a 2 ppb cy-
clotron linewidth, a Gaussian broadening width of about
0.5 ppb, a Tz = 0.55 ± 0.11 K, and a f̄c with an un-
certainty of about 0.08 ppb. The much more symmetric
anomaly line shapes (e.g. Fig. 3b) are fractionally nar-
rower by about a factor of 4. Since uncertainty in ⌫̄a
is thus not very significant for our final uncertainty, fit-
ting with or without Gaussian broadening makes little
di↵erence (e.g. solid curve in Fig. 3b).

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
cyclotron frequency (GHz)

0.5−

0

0.5

)
-1

2
(2

02
2)

 (1
0

2g  
− B

µ µ  
−

   
   

 

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
magnetic field (T)

(a)

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
cyclotron frequency (GHz)

2−10

1−10) (
H

z)
π

/(2 cγ

(b)

FIG. 4. (a) Measured �µ/µB � g/2 after cavity-shift correc-
tion. (b) Measurements take place in valleys of the cyclotron
damping rate where spontaneous emission is inhibited.

The cavity-shift�gcav/2 in Eq. (5), the only correction
to what is directly measured, arises because ⌫̄c shifts be-
cause the cyclotron oscillator couples to radiation modes
of the trap cavity [43, 44]. It is the downside of the
cavity-inhibited spontaneous emission that desirably nar-
rows resonance lines, and makes it possible to observe
a cyclotron excitation before it decays. The cylindrical
trap was invented [37] to allow cavity modes and shifts
to be understood and calculated. Nonetheless, the mode
frequencies and Q values must still be measured because
the cavity is imperfectly machined, is slit to make cavity
sections into separately-biased trap electrodes, and its di-
mensions change as it cools below 100 mK from 300 K.
Three consistent methods are used: (1) parametrically-
pumped electrons [35, 49, 50], (2) measuring how long one
electron stays in its first excited cyclotron state [26, 35],
and (3) a new method of observing the decay time of an
electron exited to nc ⇡ 10.
A renormalized calculation [43, 44] with added cy-

clotron damping [26, 35] avoids the infinite cavity shifts
that result from summing all mode contributions. This
calculation assumes the mode frequencies of a perfect
cylinder, one Q for TE modes, and another for TM
modes. We calculate with dimensions chosen to best
match observed frequencies and a single Q value for all
modes. After shifts from the 72 observed modes using the
ideal frequencies and the one Q value are subtracted out,
contributions for these modes using measured frequencies
andQ values are added back in. The leading contribution
to cavity shift uncertainties comes from modifications of
the field that an electron sees from imperfections and
misalignments of the trap cavity. Figure 4a shows the
consistency of µ/µB measurements at 11 di↵erent mag-
netic fields, after each receives a di↵erent cavity shift.
A weighted average of the 11 measurements gives

g

2
= 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13) [0.13 ppt], (6)

with 1� uncertainty in the last two digits in parentheses.

共鳴曲線
(遷移確率vsドライブ周波数)
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anomaly
2008年よりx4倍細く

FWHM 0.3ppb

cyclotron
2008年よりx1.1倍細く

𝑔
2 =

𝜈s
𝜈c
= 1 +

𝜈a
𝜈c

Ø cyclotron の共鳴曲線は
理解できてる形(点線)
より太かった

→ 主要な系統誤差の一つ
L. S. Brown, PRL 52, 2013 (1984)
X. Fan and G. Gabrielse, PRA 103, 022824 (2021)

点線(理解されてる形)
がなまった形をしている



cavity QED効果
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Penning トラップの壁

鏡像電荷

Ø Penning trapの壁の効果でνcだけが変わる(νsは変わらない!!!)
Ø ずれの大きさはνcとcavityの共振周波数で決まる
→cavityの共振周波数を測り,そこから離れた周波数νcでgを測定

𝑔
2 =

𝜈s

𝜈c + Δ𝜈c
cav

z
円筒型
マイクロ波 cavity

xy平面で見ると

e-
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正しくcavity効果を評価(したつもり)
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Ø 11 fields from 3.1 T to 5.4T
相関を考慮して全データをアベレージ

short bar: stat only
long bar: total

χ2/ndf=13.05/10, p=0.22
近い測定点同士はエラーに相関アリ
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g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13)
stat. 0.029×10-12

sys. (line shape) 0.094×10-12

sys. (cavity効果) 0.090×10-12
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トラップされた電子を用いた
Dark Photon/Axion探索
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We propose using trapped electrons as high-Q resonators for detecting meV dark photon dark matter.
When the rest energy of the dark photon matches the energy splitting of the two lowest cyclotron levels, the
first excited state of the electron cyclotron will be resonantly excited. A proof-of-principle measurement,
carried out with one electron, demonstrates that the method is background free over a 7.4 day search. It sets
a limit on dark photon dark matter at 148 GHz (0.6 meV) that is around 75 times better than previous
constraints. Dark photon dark matter in the 0.1–1 meV mass range (20–200 GHz) could likely be detected
at a similar sensitivity in an apparatus designed for dark photon detection.
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The particle nature of dark matter (DM) and its inter-
actions with the standard model (SM) of particle physics
remains a mystery, despite decades of experimental scru-
tiny [1–6]. The mass of the DM is unknown, and the
possibility that it is made of ultralight bosons and can be
described as a classical wave has received significant
inquiry in recent years [7–12]. One such ultralight dark
matter candidate is the dark photon (DP), a hypothetical
spin-1 particle [13,14] that is theoretically well motivated
and possesses cosmological production mechanisms that
can produce the observed DM abundance [15–22]. Such a
DP will generically have a kinetic mixing with the SM
photon because this term is allowed by the symmetries of
the theory (so long as the DP does not have a non-Abelian
gauge symmetry). This kinetic mixing allows dark photon
dark matter (DPDM) to be looked for in existing [23,24]
and forthcoming experiments [25].
In this Letter, we propose a promising new direct

detection technique using one-quantum transitions of one
or more trapped electrons that are initially cooled to their
cyclotron ground state. We demonstrate the viability of this
technique with a proof-of-principle measurement that sets a
limit 75 times better than previous constraints. This new
limit is only for a narrow mass range because of limitations

of an apparatus designed for making the most accurate
measurements of the electron and positron magnetic
moments [26]—to test the standard model’s most precise
predictions [27–35]. With an apparatus designed for DPDM
detection, including efficient scanning of the resonant
frequency, the mass range could be greatly extended.
The relevant properties of the DP are captured by the

Lagrangian (in natural units) [13]
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Here A0
! is the DP vector, F0 and F are the DP and SM

photon field strengths respectively, # is the kinetic mixing
parameter, and mA0 is the mass of the DP. The DPDM
manifests as dark electric and magnetic fields oscillating at
a frequency set by the DP mass $A0 $ mA0c2=!, where c is
the speed of light and ! is the reduced Planck constant. In
the presence of a kinetic mixing with the SM photon, these
dark fields cause effective (#-suppressed) SM electromag-
netic fields. These can be detected by devices sensitive to
tiny electric or magnetic fields at the frequency $A0.
A plethora of complementary experiments have been

designed with sensitivities to different DM masses. The
frequency range we focus on, 20 to 200 GHz (i.e., 0.1 to
1 meV) is particularly challenging experimentally, yet well-
motivated theoretically by the minimal DPDM model with
purely gravitational production [15]. This range is too high
for extremely high-Q resonators (e.g., as used by ADMX
[36,37], CAPP [38–40], and HAYSTAC [41,42]). At the
same time, the corresponding photons are below the energy
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ダークマターハローの性質
• SM 粒子との結合は弱い
• 速度 𝑣/𝑐 ≈ 10!"
• local 密度 ρDM ~0.4 GeV/cm3

Dark Photon

χdark photon A’ SM photon A

Axion
U(1)ゲージ場 strong CP問題の解に付随する粒子

Ø mass mA’

Ø ℒ = 𝜒 𝐁 5 𝐁< − 𝐄 5 𝐄<
Ø mass ma

Ø ℒ = 𝑔=>> 𝑎𝐄 5 𝐁



探索の仕方
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• Dark Photon

dark photon
A’

ordinary photon
Aχ

Figure 6.1: Feynman diagram showing the kinetic mixing of DP field and the ordinary
electromagnetic field.

value of � ranges widely depending on the model. For the model that the DP arises from

superstring theory, 10�12
< � < 10�3 is predicted [134]. There are stringent limits on

allowed mA0 and �, for example from cosmological observation [130] and solar lifetime [151],

but in general, wide range of mA0 and �, especially around mA0 ⇠meV and � < 10�9, is

allowed for dark photon dark matter(DPDM).

The equation of motion for the DP follows the Proca equation

"
@
2

@t2
�r2 +

✓
mA0c

2

~

◆2
#
A

0
µ = 0. (6.3)

The explicit solution of its spatial component is

~A
0(~x, t) = A

0
e
i!A0 t

~n(~x, t)ei�(~x,t), (6.4)

where ~n(~x, t) is the unit vector of pointing direction, �(~x, t) is the phase, and !A0 is angular

oscillation frequency [152]

!A0 =
mA0c

2

~ . (6.5)

The direction vector ~n(~x, t) and the phase term �(~x, t) varies with a coherence length of

� = c
2
/(v⌫) = 2 m ⇥ (150 GHz/⌫). In our experiment, the typical length of the trap is

about a centimeter, so the position dependence of DPDM can be assumed to be constant.

The coherence time is given by ⌧coherence = c
2
/(v2⌫). This arises from the Doppler broadening

of the DPDM and is included as the linewidth of DPDM (Eq. 6.1). Therefore, an alternative
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ordinary photon
A

A

Axion
a

gaγγ

• Axion

detector

detector

DPに付随するE fieldを検出

B field
偏光
E//B



トラップされた電子は
meV光子検出器
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B

e-

cyclotron motion

dark photon in galaxy

electron(s)
left at nc=0

nc=0 nc=1

• そもそもmeVは他の領域に比べデバイスが少ない
• チューナブルな検出エネルギー 0.1-1 meV
• nc=0 → nc=1 遷移はバックグラウンドフリー
• 強磁場下で何の問題もなく動く (=Axionに応用できる)
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meVは狙い目
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0.1 meV – 1 meV
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バックグラウンド フリー
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量子サイクロトロン準位

nc=0

nc=1

nc=2

blackbody
photon

νc

8𝑛𝑐 =
1

exp ℏ𝜔𝑐
𝑘𝐵𝑇

− 1
= 1.8×10!?@

Γ)*+,-)./0 = 10-31 s-1

-> 1013×(age of universe)

平均量子数

blackbody photonからの励起レート

B

T=100mK



Demonstration Search
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電子を基底状態nc=0に放置してモニターするだけ
monitor νz

expected DP excitation

サイクロトロン周波数測定
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• 合計: 638870s =7.4 days
• DP による信号ナシ

ü x75 improved limit at 0.6 meV
ü g因子用の装置での制限

得られたDP Limit
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ただしあまりに細すぎる
DP/Axionに特化した装置を作ると?

→ next page



いろんな改良アイデア
アイデア
üopen endcap trapを使い
ü外部にfocusing antennaをおく
ü10個くらい電子をトラップする
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nc=0

nc=0nc=0 nc=1

nc=0 nc=0 nc=0

nc=0
nc=0

nc=0

open endcap trap

external foucusing antenna
エンハンスメント: K ~105

50cm
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アクシオン用の実験も考え中
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e-

cyclotron motion

nc=0 nc=1

B

ℒ = 𝑔!"" 𝑎𝐄 & 𝐁
Axionからの
E field

Axionからの電場(磁場と並行)を
cyc.運動平面(磁場と垂直)に変換する必要あり

z



Shamelessly Borrowing an Idea
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BREAD collaboration
の偏光変換アンテナ
PRL 128, 131801 (2022)

open endcap trap
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Masason Foundation

1. 新しく建設した装置で電子のg因子を測定した
Ø非常に広く磁場を変えて系統誤差をより詳しくスタディ.

2. meV Dark Photonサーチをdemonstration
Ø0.6 meVでのバックグラウンドフリーサーチ
Ø感度向上案とアクシオンへの応用も設計中!
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X. Fan
T. Myers
B.A.D. Sukra 
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